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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not
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The control environment of the Bevatron is divided into a system of well-defined tasks, each capable of
being treated individually but not separately. To maintain the individual aspect,· but integrate all of the component tasks into asystem structure, ours is the "multiprocessor" concept of sys'tem organization. It was recognized that bulk-storage elements could not be provided separately for each processor, and in fact, advan~
tage could be gained by utilizing the moderate speed
disc-storage as a common-memory element thereby allowing the main-frame memory of each mini-computer to act
as "cache" memory for each arm of the quasi-multiprocessor. This allows the use of overlay techniques
to provide an apparent vastly expanded software capabilitY.•

tive cache memory blocks, made possible through the
increase of throughput of contemporary memories, acc€>S
of data and sub-routine blocks appears to the indivicJal
processor as though they existed for it alone.
A restraining note must be sounded here. Some
control closed-loop servo systems require consistent
real-time responses, thereby making untenable the
inevitable interference in access of main-store by
several competing processing arms. Because of the
nature of these control tasks, a small amount of fullr
committed memory must exist for each of the individubl.
processors.
System Organization

System Evolution

Since the inception of this multi-processor
:;:,.. .;tc;u.,

For reasons of economy, mixed with caution, the
original inroads toward digital control were taken with
mini-computers. It has become evident that the integration of these into a multi-faceted operating control
system has resulted in what we now recognize as a multiprocessor. As computer-control gained proponents
throughout the accelerator world, the major contest was
between "processor-per-task" installations and the
"super-monitor" variety of multi-task large computers.
Our evidence and experience indicates that the
evolution of the many small.processor installations to
the multi-processor organization we.s smooth and inevitable in retrospect. Our recommendation continues
to be"based upon a healthy experience of actu!J.l
control, expanded over virtually every aspect of accel. ator operation.
It must be emnhasized that this p:rowth in itself
was not inevitable, but has occurred solely because
certain advantages and flexibilities have been achieved
through digital practices.
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One particular advant8ge in multi-processors is
the much larger task complexity capable of being undertaken within a finite time period. The transfer of
data between processor and environment, and the calculation and bookkeeping time required in task accomplishment, determine the ratio of complexity versus ·
number of elements controlled, This is trimmed and
juggled until a point ~f equilibrium is reached, and
the ratio becomes a constant. This is the limiting
factor. By providing a separate processor am for
each task classification, we then achieve a linear
increase in the value of the constant with each addition of an arm. This concept overcomes the ultimate
saturation of system capability inherent with large
single processors•
At the outset of digital systems evolution, a
valid objection was raised as to the clumsiness of
intercommunication between processor mainframe memories.
An enormous duplication of data cells existed in each
of the memories. With current tectmiques of associat* This work performed under the auspices of the
Atomic Energy Cor.~iasion.
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i..o overa.i.J. sys'tem respc:ls-

ibility, by specifying task implementation by arearesponsibility. Control of main-magnet pole-face
windings is therefore handled by the processor respor.sible for guide-field control. Data-acquisition aimed
toward beam-oriented problem diagnostics is the respc~s
ibility of the processor dedicated to the control of
the rf system.
In order to provide maximum utilization of prc~
essor time, two avenues have been explored. First,
many tasks originally performed by software have beer.
implemented in hardware, with particular emphasis upc~
those tasks requiring iterative attention. Field anc
time related events relying upon comparisons made in
real-time have. been handled this way to greatly imprc 'le
resolution as .well as to free processors for an expaT. ied
task repertiore. An analysis of the computational ·
aspects of control tasks resulted in the creation of ~
general-form arithmetic unit to provide a "firm-ware''
approach to the solution of control algorithms. The
second avenue led to almost complete elimination of
software implemented input-output of data or couunand~.
Essentially'all transfers are performed through the
direct memory access channels of the several mini-cou?uters.
System Development
Initial work on the Bevatron's digital facilitr.
vas undertaken in response to a complex control require~
ment. All available effort was directed toward implt nenting the ·task at hand. Creation of control hardware End
establishing control algorithm left little effort
directed toward interfacing the system to the accelelator operator. Early communication relied upon stor<ge
display Wlits with software character-generation and the
ubiquitous teletype. Only recently has a significant
proportion of total effort been directed to a better
understanding of human-machine interfacing problems,
resulting in the creation of video-oriented text and
graphic display devices. The pursuit of this area o1
critical importance in the overo.ll field of automation
will continu~ to be paramount among the tasks undertaken by the digital facility at the Bevatron.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
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